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Even the hearts of Lin Zhan and Immortal King Ling Long shook, and they revealed shocked 

expressions!If someone could master a Quasi-Supreme Mystical Power, then he would have a chance to 

master a true Quasi-Supreme Mystical Power.But now, Su Zimo had released three Quasi-Supreme 

Mystical Powers at the same time!This meant that he might master three Quasi-Supreme Mystical 

Powers in the future!Being able to master one Quasi-Supreme Mystical Power meant that he was 

invincible in the True Self Realm.What did it mean to master three Quasi-Supreme Mystical 

Powers?Immortal King Ling Long saw it even more clearly."I finally know why the Four-Headed Eight-

Armed Mystical Powers would descend on Su Zimo in this life."Immortal King Ling Long suddenly 

said."Why?"This time, not only Lin Lei and Lin Luo, but even Lin Zhan looked over with a hint of 

confusion in his eyes.Immortal King Ling Long pointed at Su Zimo's figure in mid-air and said in a deep 

voice, "The three Quasi-Supreme Mystical Powers aren't what's truly terrifying about Zimo's move …"Lin 

Zhan seemed to have thought of something and said with a look of realization, "It's that he released 

three Quasi-Supreme Mystical Powers at the same time!""That's right."Immortal King Ling Long 

nodded."What do you mean?"Lin Luo was confused. She didn't understand the conversation between 

Lin Zhan and Immortal King Ling Long.Lin Lei was also confused.Immortal King Ling Long explained, "A 

Quasi-Supreme Mystical Power is extremely powerful. Once it's released, it's enough to defeat all 

Perfected Immortals of the same level!"Since ancient times, Perfected Immortals who could master one 

Quasi-Supreme Mystical Power were extremely rare. True Immortals who have mastered two supreme 

divine abilities are as rare as phoenix feathers and qilin horns, rarely seen throughout history. ""And 

Quasi-Supreme Mystical Powers are also extremely taxing on the Primordial Spirit. Even if someone 

mastered two Quasi-Supreme Mystical Powers, they wouldn't be able to release them consecutively in a 

short period of time."Lin Lei and Lin Luo nodded.Not to mention Quasi-Supreme Mystical Powers, 

releasing two Quasi-Supreme Mystical Powers consecutively in a short period of time was already a 

huge burden on the Primordial Spirit.Only a pinnacle True Immortal like Lin Lei could unleash multiple 

peerless divine abilities in succession.And the consumption of supreme divine abilities on the primordial 

spirit was even more terrifying. If he released two supreme divine abilities consecutively, the primordial 

spirit would probably collapse at the first moment! 

 

Thinking up to this point, Lin Lei and Lin Luo were both greatly shaken and simultaneously looked at the 

figure in the air.The two of them finally understood the meaning of Lin Zhan and Immortal King Ling 

Long's words.Su Zimo used his three heads and six arms to unleash three supreme divine abilities at the 

same time!This was even more terrifying than unleashing three Supreme Divine Abilities in a row!There 

was bound to be some interval between the continuous release of supreme divine abilities.And with the 

Three Heads Six Arms, three supreme divine abilities were condensed at the same time and erupted at 

the same time!It was equivalent to merging the power of three Supreme Divine Abilities together!A 

supreme divine ability was enough to suppress all True Immortals.Three supreme divine abilities were 

unleashed. What kind of level would such power reach?Lin Luo took a deep breath and calmed her 

mind. She asked, "Mother, you just said that the four-headed, eight-armed supreme divine ability was 

passed down to Brother Su in this life. This means that he might be able to control four of them in the 

future …""I don't know either."Immortal King Ling Long shook her head slightly.There were very few 

people who could comprehend one supreme divine ability.Immortal King Ling Long did not dare to 



imagine if a person could comprehend three or four supreme divine abilities.Lin Zhan heaved a sigh of 

relief and said, "The power of three quasi-supreme divine abilities at the same time has already reached 

another level. It should be able to resist the four-headed, eight-armed supreme divine ability."Immortal 

King Ling Long also nodded.If there were no accidents, Su Zimo should be able to survive the last 

tribulation.Lin Lei asked, "Su Zimo's first two quasi-supreme divine abilities were the Immortal Slaying 

Sword and the Dragon Elephant of Buddhas. What's the last one?"Immortal King Ling Long released her 

divine sense and said, "It should be a divine ability that reduces one's lifespan … Oh no!"Before she 

could finish, Immortal King Ling Long's expression changed!"What's wrong?"Lin Luo was 

shocked.Immortal King Ling Long said, "This tall living being is condensed from the Heavenly Tribulation. 

It doesn't have a real flesh and blood primordial spirit, nor does it have a lifespan.""This quasi-supreme 

divine ability should be useless against it." 

 

Just as the four of them were talking, the three quasi-supreme divine abilities had already erupted and 

landed on the tall living being's body at the same time.The Immortal Slaying Sword cut through the void, 

and a blood-red light descended from the sky, shattering the sun and moon and cutting off one of the 

tall living being's heads.The Buddhas attacked at the same time. A huge golden palm descended from 

the sky and smashed the tall living being's second head.The divine dragon and divine elephant rushed 

forward and collided with the tall living being, causing its body to sway and continuously retreat.The two 

quasi-supreme divine abilities caused obvious injuries to the tall living being!Only the third quasi-

supreme divine ability, Instant Splendor, landed on the tall living being's body and disappeared without 

causing any ripples.Roar! Roar!The tall living being was severely injured and a furious roar sounded from 

its body.Out of the three quasi-supreme divine abilities, only two were released and ultimately, they 

could not suppress the tall living being with a single sentence.But now, the tall living being charged 

towards Su Zimo once more.Above his head, the tribulation clouds that had already been shattered 

showed signs of reforming.An endless stream of Heavenly Tribulations surged into the tall living being's 

body once more.At its two broken necks, the embryonic forms of two new heads gradually 

appeared!Once the four heads and eight arms reappeared, the tall living being's strength would also 

recover to its peak!After Instant Splendor lost its effect, Su Zimo's gaze was calm and his expression was 

calm.The melee battle between him and the tall living being earlier was not completely fruitless.While 

the two of them were fighting, a large amount of power of the Nine Heavenly Tribulations surged into 

his body and tempered Qinglian's true body!Su Zimo moved and charged towards the tall living being.At 

the same time, his aura was rising rapidly!The moment he collided with the tall living being, the aura in 

his body reached its peak. Thereafter, as though he had broken through some sort of barrier, he soared 

into the skies!Boom!Accompanied by an earth-shattering bang, the surrounding void distorted 

continuously and heaven and earth trembled slightly!Around the valley, mountains collapsed and the 

earth cracked.Even the mountain peak beneath Lin Zhan and the other three's feet began to collapse. 

 

The four of them stood in the air and stared fixedly at the sky above the valley. An incomparably 

shocking scene appeared before their eyes.In midair, Su Zimo's figure had already disappeared and was 

replaced by a tall emerald green Qinglian.Countless roots were rooted in the ground and the lotus stem 

soared into the sky, swaying slightly. The lotus flower at the top broke through the tribulation clouds 

and bloomed quietly in the center of the tribulation clouds!Lotus petals bloomed continuously, emitting 

billions of green rays of light that broke through the mist and tore apart the tribulation clouds!First 

circle, second circle, third circle …After the eleventh circle of lotus petals bloomed, the twelfth circle of 



lotus petals appeared!The grade-12 Qinglian of Creation!This Qinglian of Creation was connected to 

heaven and earth and the power it emitted had already reached its peak. When it collided with the tall 

living being, it directly shattered its third head! 

Chapter 2682 

"This is …"Lin Lei widened his eyes, his face full of shock. He exclaimed in disbelief, "Green Lotus of 

Creation!"Only the Creation Qinglian could possess such might in this world!Not only that, this was a 

rank-12 Creation Qinglian that had already grown to its peak!In Su Zimo's consciousness, a resplendent 

Dao Fruit condensed. A mysterious light flowed on it and the aura it emitted was rather complicated as 

well.The two divine stones, Illumination and Nether Glow, emitted the power of Yin and Yang and fused 

the essence of his Dao techniques into this Dao Fruit, allowing him to enter the True Self realm.At the 

same time, the Qinglian's true body completed its transformation and was reborn, growing to the peak 

of rank-12!Su Zimo's blood qi surged. Against the provocation of the tall living being, he could not 

suppress it at all and released his Bloodline phenomenon.Such a shocking scene appeared in the 

valley!The Creation Qinglian was unique in the world and was a god among the living beings of plants 

and trees.Against the charge of the tall living being, the Creation Qinglian swayed continuously and 

emitted streams of green light that covered the tall living being in injuries!At the same time, the rank-12 

lotus platform had already bloomed in the Tribulation Clouds.The light dispersed the Tribulation Clouds. 

Now that the tall living being had lost his power supply, it was only a matter of time before he was 

defeated.Right then, an extremely sharp green light burst forth from the Creation Qinglian's body and 

tore through the void, slashing towards the tall living being!The sharpness of this cyan light was too 

strong.Under the gazes of Lin Zhan and the other three, the entire world seemed to be sliced into two 

by the green light!"Pfft!"The green light landed on the tall creature's body and instantly entered it, 

disappearing without a trace.Peace was suddenly restored between the world.The Tribulation Clouds in 

the sky gradually dissipated.The rank-12 Creation Qinglian that connected heaven and earth also 

gradually disappeared. Su Zimo's figure reappeared. He had black hair and green robes. His eyes were 

clear and he wielded a longsword that emitted a green light.The tall living being was motionless.All of a 

sudden!The body of this towering lifeform split into two and slowly slid down from the sky!This tall 

creature had just fought Su Zimo for a long time. Even though it was attacked by the Taiyi Horsetail 

Whisk, the Ruyi Jade, and the Nine-Tailed Dragon Phoenix Fan, it did not suffer too much damage. 

 

But now, it had been split in half by Su Zimo's sword!Buzz buzz buzz!Lin Lei's gaze turned and fell on the 

cyan longsword in Su Zimo's hand."What a powerful spiritual treasure!"Lin Lei was secretly 

speechless.This green light longsword seemed to be even stronger than ordinary ninth tribulation pure 

Yang numinous treasures. Its sharpness was so strong that not many Dharma treasures could withstand 

it!Even though Su Zimo had just stepped into the True One Realm, as long as he wielded this sword, 

even he had to be wary.Su Zimo's heart stirred, and the green longsword in his hand instantly entered 

his body and disappeared.This was the fourth Dharma treasure that was derived from Qinglian's 

breakthrough to Grade 12, the Qingping Sword!The Qingping Sword was ultimately formed from 108 

lotus seeds condensed into the Qinglian Sword as a sword embryo.Not only did the Qingping Sword 

inherit the Essence Spirit attack of the Qinglian Sword, it was also the divine weapon with the strongest 

killing power among the four great numinous treasures!Su Zimo was delighted when he sensed the 

changes in the true body of the Grade 12 Qinglian.If he could comprehend the supreme divine power of 

four heads and eight arms in the future, it would be perfect for him to complement the Nine Heavens 



Breath Soil, Ruyi Jade, Taiyi Horsetail Whisk, Qingping Sword and Nine-Tailed Dragon Phoenix Fan.His 

combat strength would definitely rise to another level!Su Zimo did not leave immediately. Instead, he 

stared fixedly at the skies with a grim expression.He was worried that the 10th tribulation would 

appear.After waiting for a while longer, the world returned to calm without any signs of the Heavenly 

Tribulation gathering. Only then did he heave a sigh of relief and relax.From the looks of it, the 10th 

tribulation should be an anomaly as well.It was because of the appearance of Wu Dao's true body that 

the 10th tribulation was created!Although the Qinglian True Body was unique in the world, it still existed 

and did not transcend the boundaries of the Three Realms.To be fair, even if the 10th tribulation 

descended right now, Su Zimo had nothing to fear and could just fight another round!Right now, he was 

already at the True Self realm and the Qinglian True Body was at the peak of Grade 12. With the five 

divine weapons in hand, he could fight even if the 10th tribulation descended! 

 

Right then, a fragmented memory surged into Su Zimo's mind.Su Zimo shuddered and his eyes 

widened.On the shattered and desolate ground, blood floated in the skies and corpses were piled 

beneath his feet. The tragic cries of billions of living beings seemed to echo in his ears!Everything was 

vanishing.Everything was being destroyed.The living beings of the myriad races and all living beings in 

the world were enduring a calamity that was everywhere and nobody was spared!He saw a blurry 

apocalyptic scene before his eyes that resembled purgatory!Suddenly, he seemed to feel an irresistible 

force tearing his body apart, passing through layers of voids and scattering everywhere.The intense pain 

caused his body to tremble uncontrollably!…At the edge of the valley.Seeing that Su Zimo had 

successfully transcended the 99 Heavenly Tribulations, Lin Zhan and Immortal King Ling Long heaved a 

sigh of relief. They looked at each other and revealed gratified smiles.Immortal King Ling Long said, 

"Since ancient times, there have been many monster incarnates who have attracted the 99 Heavenly 

Tribulations. However, Zimo is probably the only one who can transcend the 99 Heavenly Tribulations so 

easily."Immortal King Ling Long was not exaggerating at all.Most monster incarnates were only left with 

a single breath even if they could transcend the 99 Heavenly Tribulations.That was why there were 

countless experts guarding the surroundings, worried that someone would take advantage of the 

situation and kill the person transcending the tribulation.Nobody was like Su Zimo, who relied on the 

Qinglian True Body to grow to Grade 12 and recover to his peak state at the final juncture of the 99 

Heavenly Tribulations!This was also why Qinglian was so powerful.Even Wu Dao's original body had 

expended a lot of energy after transcending the 99 Heavenly Tribulations.Lin Zhan nodded and said, "I 

heard that there is a tenth Heavenly Tribulation. Looking at Zimo's posture, even if there is a tenth 

Heavenly Tribulation, he will be able to survive it."As the two of them were talking, Lin Luo suddenly 

said, "Father, Mother, look, what's wrong with Brother Su?"Lin Zhan and Immortal King Ling Long 

hurriedly looked over.They saw Su Zimo standing in mid-air with his eyes wide open as if he had seen 

something terrifying. Fear and pain flashed across the depths of his eyes.Then, Su Zimo's body trembled 

continuously. 

 

He bent over and his body was bent over. It was unknown what kind of pain he was enduring. He even 

convulsed, his face was pale, and his forehead was covered in sweat!"This …"Seeing this scene, Lin Zhan 

and Immortal King Ling Long were anxious and confused.They had no idea what Su Zimo was going 

through, so they did not dare to step forward rashly.Could this be the tenth Heavenly Tribulation?If Su 

Zimo was going through the tenth Heavenly Tribulation, they would only harm Su Zimo if they stepped 



forward rashly and caused the tenth Heavenly Tribulation to mutate.However, if it was not the tenth 

Heavenly Tribulation, what exactly happened to Su Zimo?Was there any danger? 

Chapter 2683 

Just as Lin Zhan and Immortal King Ling Long were hesitating whether they should step forward, Su 

Zimo, who was originally on the verge of collapse, gradually stabilized his body and calmed down.Lin 

Zhan, Immortal King Ling Long, and the others hurriedly went forward."Zimo, what's going on?"Lin Zhan 

asked with a concerned expression.Su Zimo stood up straight. The sweat on his face had yet to fade, and 

he looked a little dazed as he panted slightly. It seemed that the exhaustion was even greater than the 

tribulation just now!After a while, he came back to his senses and looked at Lin Zhan, Immortal King Ling 

Long, and the others. He shook his head and said, "Senior, don't worry. I'm fine. It's just that …"After 

pausing for a moment, Su Zimo frowned and said, "It's just that an incomplete memory suddenly flashed 

across my mind. It should be from the Creation Qinglian.""Inherited memory?"Immortal King Ling Long's 

eyes lit up. "For a divine being like the Creation Qinglian to pass down this memory, it must be very 

important."Generally speaking, inherited memories were mostly some Dao Techniques and secret 

techniques.Many powerful living beings and races would awaken their inherited memories when they 

grew to a certain stage and cultivated to a certain realm.However, the incomplete memory that 

appeared in Su Zimo's mind just now should not be some Dao Technique.This incomplete memory was 

useless to him, and it appeared a little inexplicable.Shaking his head, Su Zimo set aside that incomplete 

memory for the time being.No matter what, he had finally stepped into the True One Realm today, and 

Qinglian's true body had also grown to the peak of Grade 12. His gains were huge!"Zimo, what are your 

plans from now on?"Lin Zhan asked.Su Zimo pondered for a moment and said with a solemn expression, 

"I have to make a trip back to the Heaven and Earth Academy. There are some things that I have to 

clarify and explain."On one hand, Momo was still in the Heaven and Earth Academy.Su Zimo already had 

the intention to leave, but he couldn't leave Momo in the Heaven and Earth Academy.If he left without 

saying goodbye, it would be equivalent to putting Momo in danger!On the other hand …Until now, the 

Patriarch of the academy was still his master in name.If he left Qiankun Academy just because he 

suspected the other party, it wouldn't make sense.After all, the Patriarch of the Academy had saved his 

life! 

 

At his most dangerous moment, it was Qiankun Academy who protected him.But if the person behind all 

of this was really the Patriarch of the academy, then he wouldn't feel the slightest burden when he left 

Cosmos Academy. There wouldn't be any knot in his heart!At this point in the game, it was time to lay all 

the cards on the table.Lin Zhan frowned and said, "If my cultivation had recovered to its peak, I could 

have accompanied you to Qiankun Academy. But now …"Given Lin Zhan's current state, if he really 

encountered a peak-level immortal king, he wouldn't even be able to protect himself, let alone 

protecting Su Zimo.Immortal King Ling Long shook her head and said, "You can't go back directly. If our 

speculation is right, you won't be able to leave the academy!""Seniors, don't worry. I have my own 

plans."Su Zimo said ambiguously.There were some things that he didn't dare to say.He wasn't worried 

that the Human Emperor, Immortal King Ling Long, and the other two would leak it. Instead, he was 

afraid of the Patriarch of the Academy's scheme!The Patriarch of the Academy was known for his 

flawless plans. There was nothing that he didn't know.There were some things that would leave traces 

in the world once he said them. Perhaps the Patriarch of the Academy would be able to capture 

them.Immortal King Ling Long's heart stirred. She vaguely guessed Su Zimo's plan. She smiled and 



nodded slightly.Immortal King Ling Long was relieved and asked, "Where do you plan to go after leaving 

the academy?""I don't know."Su Zimo shook his head and said, "Perhaps I will leave the Heaven 

Realm."He had no choice.He had lost contact with Wu Dao's original body. His whereabouts were 

unknown, and his fate was unknown.Although Feng Cantian was in charge of the Heaven Barren Sect, he 

couldn't protect him.On Lin Zhan's side, his injuries had yet to recover. The War Kingdom was in a 

precarious situation.If he stayed on Lin Zhan and Immortal King Ling Long's side, it was very likely that he 

would bring disaster to the War Kingdom and even implicate Lin Zhan and Immortal King Ling Long.In 

the entire Heaven Realm, there was no powerhouse or sect that could protect him.If he really fell out 

with the Qiankun Academy, he could only leave the Heaven Realm! 

 

Immortal King Ling Long sent a voice transmission. "Alright, come back with us first. The War Kingdom 

has left a teleportation array on an ancient planet outside the Heaven Realm. You can teleport there 

directly.""I'll give you a copy of the world map of the three thousand worlds. Which world you want to 

go to will depend on your own wishes."As she spoke, Immortal King Ling Long took out a map and 

placed it between her brows. After ten breaths, she copied a copy and handed it to Su Zimo.Immortal 

King Ling Long continued, "The journey between the worlds is long. Traveling through the starry sea of 

the three thousand worlds will be accompanied by countless dangers and dangers.""For example, black 

holes in the starry sky and some ancient forbidden areas. Don't go near them. Most importantly, you 

have to guard against some of the great bandits that roam the starry sea. "Before returning to the War 

Kingdom, Immortal King Ling Long reminded him of many things. Su Zimo remembered them all.Outside 

the Heaven Realm, it would only be more dangerous than the Heaven Realm. He didn't dare to be 

careless.The five of them arrived at the palace of the War Kingdom. Immortal King Ling Long sent Lin Lei 

and Lin Luo away before bringing Su Zimo to the teleportation array of the War Kingdom with Lin 

Zhan."Be careful."Lin Zhan and Immortal King Ling Long looked at Su Zimo, who had stepped onto the 

teleportation array, and reminded him one last time.Su Zimo nodded and directly activated the 

teleportation array.The teleportation array activated, but two different balls of light lit up. These 

represented two different destinations!One of them was the Qiankun Academy.The other was an 

ancient star outside the Heaven Realm that was withered and scattered.The teleportation array lit up, 

and two figures suddenly appeared on it. They entered the different lights and disappeared.…Qiankun 

Academy.In the teleportation hall, rays of light suddenly lit up. Following that, a figure appeared. He had 

black hair and a green robe. The sect token of the academy hung on his waist."Greetings, Senior Brother 

Su."When the surrounding cultivators saw this, they hurriedly stepped forward and bowed.Ever since 

the Divine Firmament Immortal Convention, Su Zimo's reputation in the Qiankun Academy had reached 

its peak.Although he hadn't truly entered the place of true inheritance, his reputation had already faintly 

surpassed that of the Moonlight Sword Immortal!After all, Su Zimo was the top of the Heaven List, the 

number one Heaven Immortal of the Divine Firmament Immortal Realm. 

 

Moreover, the Moonlight Sword Immortal had suffered a great loss at the Divine Firmament Immortal 

Convention. The Patriarch of the academy had personally sent a message to protect Su Zimo.Later on, it 

was said that Su Zimo had even made a move at the Nine Clouds Convention and almost killed the 

Thearch!When these news spread back to the Qiankun Academy, Su Zimo's status in the hearts of many 

academy disciples rose again.Su Zimo nodded to the surrounding academy disciples in return. Then, he 

floated away and headed towards his cave abode."I wonder what Senior Brother Su's cultivation level is. 

It has already become unfathomable.""Could it be that he has already stepped into the True Self Stage?" 



someone suddenly said."Impossible!"Another person said, "During the Divine Firmament Immortal 

Convention, Su Zimo had just broken through to Stage Nine Heaven Immortal. How long has it 

been?"Just now, when everyone went forward to bow, they didn't have time to check with their Divine 

Senses.On the other side.Su Zimo walked all the way in the academy. Not long after, he arrived in front 

of his cave abode.There didn't seem to be any changes around the cave abode. Everything was normal. 
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Su Zimo had just entered the cave abode when the sound of clothes fluttering could be heard from 

inside.Soon, two figures came out to welcome him. They were Momo and Liu Ping."Senior brother, 

you're back!"Liu Ping said with a smile.Su Zimo nodded and took a deep look at Liu Ping. There was a 

hint of hesitation in his eyes.This time, he definitely had to find a safe place for Momo to settle down. As 

for Liu Ping, he was still a little hesitant.Although Liu Ping had been cultivating beside him all these 

years, Liu Ping was still a disciple of Qiankun Academy.It was indeed a little difficult for Liu Ping to make 

a choice between him and Qiankun Academy.Moreover, Liu Ping was different from Momo.If he really 

betrayed Qiankun Academy, Momo would definitely follow him without any hesitation.However, he was 

not sure what choice Liu Ping would make.However, Momo and Liu Ping had been together all these 

years and were already used to it.It was also rare for Momo to have a playmate like Liu Ping by her side. 

With him by her side, she would not be too lonely.The two of them had an extremely good relationship 

and could talk about anything.If he left Liu Ping in Qiankun Academy this time, it might be a form of 

harm to both Liu Ping and Momo.Su Zimo walked into the cave abode with Momo and Liu Ping by his 

side. Liu Ping did not stop talking. He recounted everything that had happened in Qiankun Academy 

these days."Oh right."Liu Ping said again, "I heard that the Moonlight Sword Immortal was almost 

crippled by Araki Takeshi of the Demon Region during the Nine Clouds Convention. The Patriarch of the 

Academy personally intervened and saved his life."At that time, under the protection of the Great Elder 

of the Academy, the Moonlight Sword Immortal was still beyond redemption by Wu Dao's original body. 

He was beaten black and blue and even had an arm chopped off.Logically speaking, the Moonlight 

Sword Immortal would definitely die after suffering such heavy injuries.Moreover, he would be tortured 

to death!Even the Great Elder of the Academy was helpless.Unexpectedly, he was still saved by the 

Patriarch of the Academy.Liu Ping pursed his lips and said, "However, I heard that the Moonlight Sword 

Immortal only managed to preserve her life. The injuries in his body have yet to heal. At the very least, 

that severed arm of his has yet to grow back. He is still in closed-door training to heal his injuries. " 

 

"I heard that the Moonlight Sword Immortal has been severely injured and has no chance of breaking 

through to the Grotto-Heaven realm. In the future, the position of the top true disciple will have to be 

given to someone else. “Because of the bad relationship between Su Zimo and the Moonlight Sword 

Immortal, Liu Ping also had a lot of enmity towards the Moonlight Sword Immortal. His tone was 

somewhat gloating."Has anyone come to look for me these days?"Su Zimo asked."Senior Brother Yang 

and Senior Sister Chi Hong came to look for Senior Brother once."After pausing for a while, Liu Ping 

continued, "Senior Mo Qing came to find you seven times!"After saying that, Liu Ping looked at Su Zimo 

with a grin and said with exultation, "Senior Brother Su, when you step into the True Self Realm and 

become the disciple of the Patriarch, you will be able to spend time with Senior Sister Mo Qing every 

day!""If the Moonlight Sword Immortal abdicates, I think the position of the top true disciple of the 

Academy will definitely be yours, Senior Brother!"Su Zimo's expression was calm, and he did not say a 

word.Before leaving this time, he indeed had to bid farewell to Yang Ruoxu and Chi Hong Countess.As 



for Senior Sister Mo Qing …Su Zimo still did not know if he should bid farewell to Senior Sister Mo 

Qing.Mo Qing must have come to visit him to ask about Wu Dao's true body.However, Wu Dao's true 

body was one of his greatest secrets, and he had no choice but to hide it from Mo Qing.Therefore, every 

time he faced Mo Qing, his feelings were a little complicated. He felt a little guilty and also a little 

guilty.Momo did not say a word. She had accompanied Su Zimo for many years and could vaguely feel 

that something was wrong with Su Zimo, as if he had something on his mind."Young Master, what 

happened?"Momo asked softly.When Liu Ping heard Momo speak, he instinctively looked at Su Zimo 

with a confused expression.Su Zimo returned to the hall of the cave abode and sat in the middle, not 

saying a word for a long time.The atmosphere in the hall became a little heavy and oppressive.After a 

while, Su Zimo seemed to have made a decision. He looked up at Liu Ping and asked in a deep voice, "Liu 

Ping, let me ask you something. You have to answer carefully and seriously." 

 

"Ah!"Liu Ping was stunned for a moment, but he quickly reacted and said seriously, "Senior Brother, ask 

away."Su Zimo said, "If I choose to leave Qiankun Academy, will you leave with me or stay in Qiankun 

Academy?""Of course I will follow Senior Brother Su …"Liu Ping blurted out. However, he paused when 

he saw Su Zimo's expression.He realized that the meaning behind Su Zimo's words might not be that he 

was simply leaving Qiankun Academy!When Su Zimo saw that Liu Ping understood what he meant, he 

nodded slightly. "Don't worry. No matter what choice you make, I'll respect you."Liu Ping shrugged 

slightly and said without hesitation, "Although I don't understand why Senior Brother Su wants to leave 

Qiankun Academy, I'll definitely follow you guys."Liu Ping's reaction was beyond Su Zimo's 

expectations.After all, Liu Ping was an inner sect disciple of Qiankun Academy.Given Liu Ping's talent, he 

would definitely be able to enter the True Self realm in the future and become a legacy disciple of the 

academy. What sort of status would that be?If he followed Su Zimo, he would only be reduced to an 

ordinary child.Su Zimo initially thought that Liu Ping would hesitate for a long time before choosing 

between him and Qiankun Academy. To think that Liu Ping would make a decision so quickly."If you 

leave Qiankun Academy, you might never return."Su Zimo reminded once more."I know."Liu Ping said 

nonchalantly, "It's just betraying the academy. It's no big deal.""My life was saved by Senior Brother Su. 

My abilities were also given to me by Senior Brother Su. I don't know what's right or wrong. After all, 

there are too many people who can distort right and wrong. However, I'm indebted to Senior Brother Su 

and I know this clearly in my heart. "Upon hearing Liu Ping's words, Su Zimo nodded and heaved a sigh 

of relief in his heart.If Liu Ping really chose to stay in Qiankun Academy, he wouldn't do anything and 

would just help Momo settle down."Young Master, what happened?"Momo asked again.Momo and Liu 

Ping exchanged glances.They both knew that Su Zimo would definitely not ask such a question if there 

wasn't anything major!"It's hard to say now."Su Zimo shook his head slightly and said, "The two of you 

head to the academy's Teleportation Formation now and teleport to Zi Xuan Immortal Kingdom to look 

for Princess Yunzhu." 

 

"Unless I look for you personally, no matter what news you hear or who summons you, don't leave!"The 

only place Su Zimo could think of to settle Momo and Liu Ping down was the Zi Xuan Immortal 

Kingdom.Firstly, Yunzhu had once come to the academy and said in front of everyone that Momo was 

her Dao child.If Momo returned to Yunzhu's side, no one would be able to say anything.Secondly, no 

matter who the mastermind was, they wouldn't fall out with the Zi Xuan Immortal Kingdom just because 

of two Dao children.The mastermind was after the creation of Qinglian and not the two Dao 



children.Thirdly, Yunzhu and the Zi Xuan Immortal Kingdom behind her had sufficient strength to protect 

Momo and Liu Ping. 

Chapter 2685 

In the Heaven and Earth Academy, the place of true transmission …In a cave, the decorations were 

simple and elegant, and there was a faint fragrance in the air.The cave abode was quiet, and only a slight 

rustling sound could be heard occasionally. A beautiful woman was sitting sideways with a piece of 

paper placed beside her. She was holding a brush in her hand and painting with great concentration.The 

woman was completely immersed in the painting. Her eyes were as clear as water.A snow-white 

butterfly landed on the woman's shoulder, flapping its wings gently.A person, a butterfly, a brush, and a 

painting.This scene itself was a flawless painting!After an unknown period of time, the woman heaved a 

sigh of relief, and her mind separated from the painting before her."Didn't you decide not to think about 

him? Why are you still painting him?"The snow-white butterfly suddenly spoke and asked in a crisp 

voice.There was only one person in the painting. He had black hair and was wearing a purple robe. He 

was standing there with his hands clasped behind his back, but he was releasing a powerful Qi!Even 

through the painting, one could still feel the pressure!However, the person in the painting was a bit 

strange. There was only a pair of deep eyes on his face, and there was a mysterious purple fire burning 

in them.Apart from those eyes, there was no other facial features.Even so, if the painting was taken out, 

most cultivators at the Nine Heavens Convention would be able to recognize it at a glance – it was 

Desolate Martial of the Fiend Region!When the woman heard the snow-white butterfly, she lowered her 

head and remained silent.After a while, she raised her head and said, "Before the Continent of the Nine 

Clouds, I had just comprehended the Celestial Demons Painting. That's how I managed to break through 

to the Dongxu Realm.""So?"Asked the snow-white butterfly. "I don't understand. You've already 

comprehended the Celestial Demon Painting. Why did you skip the Celestial Demon Painting and the 

Ghost Painting?"The woman extended her slender hand and placed it on the painting in front of her. Her 

fingers gradually brushed past the blank face of the Fiend Region's Desolate Martial and a charming look 

flashed through her beautiful eyes."This place should have been a cold silver mask."The woman said 

slowly, "During the Meeting of the Continent of the Nine Clouds, I saw him again. Maybe I can use the 

Demon Statue's Tao skills to see his real face." 

 

"Ah?"The snow-white butterfly was surprised and asked, "You can draw the true appearance of Araki 

Takeshi from the Demonic Domain?""I'm not sure either."The woman shook her head slightly. She 

paused for a moment before continuing, "However, I have a feeling that his eyes are familiar. I should be 

able to give it a try.""Great!"Snow-White Butterfly said excitedly, "I'm also curious about what this Araki 

Takeshi looks like under his mask.""Don't tell me it's a ferocious-looking beast with a green face and 

fangs. He's afraid of scaring people, so he's wearing a mask.""Maybe."The woman chuckled.The snow-

white butterfly continued: "That's right, if we can draw his appearance and tear this scroll apart, 

wouldn't we be able to gather him here?""No."The woman shook her head and said, "His Tao skills are 

too mysterious. I can't draw it."In the woman's heart, even if she could draw it, she didn't want to do 

so.Araki Takeshi from the Demonic Domain had a very special place in her heart. She didn't want this 

painting to become a weapon that could be torn apart at any time.The woman took a deep breath. Her 

brush hovered above the face of the figure in the scroll and she closed her eyes.According to the Tao 

skills in the Demon Statue, she had met Araki Takeshi twice. She also had a strange feeling when she saw 

those purple flames burning in his eyes.The woman's brush finally landed on the scroll and she gently 



drew on it.…At the Teleportation Formation of the Academy.Su Zimo sent Momo and Liu Ping to the 

Teleportation Formation. He watched them leave Qiankun Academy and let out a sigh of relief.As soon 

as Su Zimo walked out of the Teleportation Hall, two figures rushed over and landed in front of him in an 

instant.Su Zimo looked up.These two were Gu Yue and Mu Shan, the two Dao children of the Patriarch 

of the Academy. He had only seen them once."Senior Brother Su, follow us to the Qiankun Palace 

immediately. The Patriarch has been waiting for a long time."Gu Yue cupped his hands and said.Su 

Zimo's expression was calm. He wasn't surprised by this scene.He originally planned to bid farewell to 

Yang Ruoxu and Chi Hong Countess. Now, it seemed like he didn't have the chance. 

 

"Let's go."Su Zimo waved his hand and said lightly.Gu Yue and Mu Shan saw that Su Zimo didn't seem to 

notice anything. They looked at each other and a meaningful smile appeared on their faces.The three of 

them walked all the way to the Qiankun Palace.Gu Yue smiled and said, "Senior Brother Su, I didn't 

expect you to reach the True Self Realm so quickly. Congratulations.""Indeed."Mu Shan also smiled and 

said, "Let's keep you in suspense. Senior Brother Su, you have a great opportunity waiting for you after 

becoming a Perfected Immortal."Su Zimo smiled but didn't say anything.Before long, the three of them 

arrived at the depths of the academy and arrived at the Qiankun Palace.As if sensing their arrival, the 

clouds in the sky condensed and a cloud bridge appeared that led to the Qiankun Palace.The three of 

them stepped onto the cloud bridge and entered the main hall in the blink of an eye.In the main hall, 

Immortal Qi lingered. A figure sat on a futon and floated in the air, faintly discernible.After Gu Yue and 

Mu Shan brought Su Zimo over, they returned to the back of the figure and stood on both sides with 

their hands by their sides.Suddenly, two balls of blazing light lit up in the Immortal Qi!Under the cover of 

these two balls of light, the figure of the Academy Patriarch became extremely clear.The Academy 

Patriarch was dressed in a green Confucian robe. He stood tall and straight with an unusually wide 

forehead. His eyes were like the starry sky as he looked at Su Zimo not far away with a satisfied 

expression."Greetings, Master."Su Zimo stepped forward and bowed.The Academy Patriarch nodded 

slightly and said, "Not bad, not bad. I didn't expect your cultivation to break through again after the Nine 

Heavens Convention. You've already stepped into the True Self Realm! "The Academy Patriarch's eyes 

suddenly became deep and vast with a flash of spirit. He said, "If nothing goes wrong, your Qinglian True 

Body should have also grown to the peak of the twelfth rank.""Yes."Su Zimo nodded with a calm 

expression.This kind of thing naturally couldn't be hidden from the Academy Patriarch.The Academy 

Patriarch smiled and said, "Zimo, how has the academy treated you over the years?""It has treated me 

well." 

 

Su Zimo said, "Back then in the Coiling Dragon Mountain Range, if the academy hadn't taken me in, I 

would have died. Over the years, the academy has dealt with some things fairly. "The Academy Patriarch 

nodded and asked again, "How have I treated you?"Su Zimo took a deep breath and said, "Master once 

saved me. When I reached the tenth step of the Dao Heart Ladder, Master even took me in as an 

unofficial disciple. He thinks very highly of me.""Not bad."The Academy Patriarch looked pleased and 

said, "Since you can say these words, it proves that I didn't misjudge you. My efforts were not in vain." 

Chapter 2686 

The Clan Master of the Academy said, "Actually, the Academy values talent first and character second 

when it comes to recruiting disciples. Every Academy disciple must know how to repay 

kindness."Ungrateful people will be despised by the entire Academy and even the Righteous Dao."Su 



Zimo was expressionless and said nothing.The Academy Patriarch smiled and said, "Since you have 

already reached the True Self realm, I will give you an opportunity. I hope you will make good use of 

it.""Please enlighten me, Master."Su Zimo said politely.The Academy Patriarch said, "Creation Qinglian is 

unique in the world. A twelfth-grade Creation Qinglian is even rarer. My cultivation level has been stuck 

at the Grotto-Heaven realm for many years. I need to refine an elixir to break through."And the most 

important ingredient in this elixir is Creation Qinglian.""It's finally here!"Su Zimo sneered inwardly."So, 

the Patriarch wants my life?"Su Zimo's tone was cold, and he no longer called the Academy Patriarch 

"Master".The Academy Patriarch smiled and said gently, "You misunderstand. Since this is an 

opportunity prepared for you, why would I harm your life?""Oh?"Su Zimo was still wary. He looked 

coldly at the Academy Patriarch, waiting for an explanation.The Academy Patriarch said, "Refining the 

elixir does require you to sacrifice yourself temporarily. But don't worry, I will prepare a chance for you 

to reincarnate."And if I can break through and become a Quasi-emperor with this elixir, the Academy's 

status in the Divine Firmament Celestial Realm will also rise!"Su Zimo sneered.The Sect Master of the 

Academy had taken a detour and still wanted to take his life. His actions were no different from King 

Yunyou!Not to mention that he had just reached the True Self realm, even a True Immortal who had 

reached the Kongming stage of the True Self realm had a low chance of being reincarnated!There were 

many Perfected Immortals in the Divine Firmament Celestial Realm, but only a few of them had been 

reborn.Once the body died and the soul entered the cycle of reincarnation, no one knew what would 

happen.Even with the protection of Immortal Kings, they were unable to control the entire process.The 

Patriarch of the College continued, "I've heard about the Meeting of the Nine Clouds. Although Yuehua's 

life was saved, there is still a divine ability in her body that will consign her to eternal damnation. She 

lost an arm and her future achievements will be limited. " 

 

"When you return from reincarnation, I will personally welcome you and bring you back to the Academy. 

I will directly confer you as the Academy's chief disciple.""When you return, I will personally make the 

decision for you and Mo Qing to become dao companions.""After you reincarnate, I will personally teach 

you the Dao Arts. It will definitely make you stronger in your second life!"Su Zimo looked at the 

Patriarch of the Academy and suddenly felt a chill in his heart.Every word that the Patriarch of the 

Academy said seemed to be for his own good, as if he had prepared some kind of opportunity for him. 

But in fact, he wanted to kill him!The seemingly kind face of the Patriarch of the Academy was even 

scarier than the King of Yunyou.The King of Yunyou had never concealed his inner thoughts.The King of 

Yunyou wanted to kill him. He wanted Qinglian's Real Body.The Patriarch of the Academy had been 

speaking in a gentle tone and with a smile on his face from the beginning.Not only did the Patriarch of 

the Academy want his life, but he also wanted him to be grateful!The Patriarch of the Academy wanted 

him to believe that everything he had done was for his own good. It was an opportunity that he had 

prepared for him!Not only do I want you to die, but I also want you to die willingly!In Su Zimo's eyes, the 

Patriarch of the Academy seemed to be hiding a devil under his skin!Suddenly, the Dao child behind the 

Patriarch of the Academy, Gu Yue, shouted softly and reminded, "Senior Brother Su, hurry up and thank 

the Patriarch. The Patriarch has done so much for you. I'm so envious.""Hehe!"Su Zimo chuckled and 

raised his brow slightly, asking, "The Patriarch wants you to die right now and give you a chance to 

reincarnate. Are you willing?""Of course!"Gu Yue puffed his chest and replied without hesitation, "It's a 

pity that my body can't refine elixirs and help the Patriarch.""I'm not willing!"Su Zimo replied slowly.The 

other Dao child, Mushan, berated, "Senior Brother Su, don't be so ungrateful. Not everyone is qualified 

to obtain an opportunity as such."The Patriarch of the Academy did not seem surprised by Su Zimo's 



reaction nor was he angry. He merely waved his hand gently and stopped the two Dao children.The 

Patriarch of the Academy said gently, "Zimo, I know that you're conflicted when you hear about this 

arrangement." 

 

"However, you have to know that sacrificing your life will increase the overall strength and status of the 

Academy! A person must be broad-minded and open-minded enough to not be too selfish. 

""Furthermore, you won't die. I'll step in personally to protect you during your reincarnation. You don't 

have to worry about that. "Su Zimo smiled.Right now, the Patriarch of the Academy was even scarier 

than all the fiends he had ever seen!The Patriarch of the Academy spoke of benevolence, morality and 

fairness. However, he was actually a cannibal!Su Zimo asked, "Didn't you say that refining my Qinglian's 

true body was for your own sake? Why are you doing it for the Academy?""Of course."The Patriarch of 

the Academy replied with a calm expression, "As the Patriarch of the Academy, the status of the 

Academy will rise as well if my cultivation realm rises.""Not necessarily."Su Zimo shook his head gently. 

"In my opinion, you're too ambitious and will bring calamity to the Academy. The only way to bring hope 

to the Academy is to sacrifice your life. Are you willing to die? ""Insolent!"Gu Yue's gaze was sharp as he 

hollered.Mu Shan said coldly as well, "Su Zimo, how dare you speak to the Patriarch in that manner? Do 

you have a death wish?"The Patriarch of the Academy shook his head gently. The smile on his face did 

not disappear and there was only a hint of disappointment. "Zimo, according to the sect rules, I can kill 

you based on your treacherous words earlier on.""Hahahaha!"Su Zimo roared in laughter. "According to 

the sect rules, Patriarch, you should die for killing a fellow disciple by taking my life earlier on!"The 

Patriarch of the Academy still wanted to continue his pretense and Su Zimo could not be bothered with 

him anymore.The Patriarch of the Academy gradually retracted his smile and said, "Su Zimo, you said 

earlier on that I saved your life and thought highly of you. It can be said that your kindness is as heavy as 

a mountain.""Could it be that you want to be an ungrateful disciple who deceives his master and kills his 

ancestors?"Su Zimo's gaze was dark as he said slowly, "If you truly did me a favor, I'll naturally repay 

it. However, the so-called 'favor' that you mentioned was probably arranged by you as well, right? 

""Patriarch, since things have come to this, why are you still hiding it?" 

 

"Back then, I participated in the immortal sect selection in the Coiling Dragon Mountain Range. Initially, I 

did not intend to join Qiankun Academy. Later on, by chance, I joined the Academy. If I'm not wrong, 

this should be your doing!""Back then, after the 10,000 Year Meeting, someone tried to kill us midway 

and you stepped in to save us. The person who tried to kill us should be arranged by you as well, 

right?""You've racked your brains, plotted behind my back, and manipulated my fate. You just want me 

to enter Qiankun Academy and cultivate my Green Lotus True Body to the peak of the twelfth stage 

under your supervision!" 

Chapter 2687 

The Academy Patriarch's expression was calm. He didn't panic or be surprised by Su Zimo's question. He 

just looked at him quietly."Hahahaha!"At this moment, a burst of laughter came from outside the 

hall.Then, a deep voice sounded, "Young man, you're wrong about one thing. The person who 

intercepted you that day was not arranged by the Academy Patriarch, but me!"Su Zimo turned around 

slightly and looked sideways.He saw a man in a brocade robe walking into the hall.This person's eyes 

were like torches, and his entire body emitted an incomparably scorching aura. The moment he stepped 

into the hall, the surrounding temperature rose rapidly!This person's body was emitting an extremely 



powerful Divine Sense pressure!This kind of Divine Sense pressure was definitely not something that a 

Perfected Immortal expert could emit.Moreover, this was the Palace of Heaven and Earth of the 

Academy. It was not a place that a Perfected Immortal expert could enter and leave as he 

pleased.Immortal King expert!Su Zimo frowned slightly.This person was a little unfamiliar. He had never 

seen him before, and he was not one of the elders of the Academy.As if seeing the confusion in Su 

Zimo's heart, the man smiled and said, "Let me introduce myself. I am the master of the Flaming Sun 

Immortal Kingdom!"Su Zimo's heart skipped a beat.The Flaming Sun Immortal King!"Why did you 

intercept me?"Su Zimo asked.The Flaming Sun Immortal King smiled and said, "That day in the Wutong 

Secret Realm of my Flaming Sun Immortal Kingdom, you obtained an opportunity and broke through to 

the Heavenly Origin Realm.""When you stepped into the Heavenly Origin Realm, your Qinglian bloodline 

also leaked out and I sensed it!"A look of realization flashed across Su Zimo's eyes.Normally speaking, as 

long as he was careful when breaking through a small realm, his Qi and blood would not leak 

out.However, at the same time as breaking through a large realm, Qinglian's true body would also grow 

and its grade would also increase.At that time, when he stepped into the Heavenly Origin Realm, 

Qinglian's true body had just grown to the eleventh grade. That was why her Qi and blood were 

leaked.However, Su Zimo did not expect that he would still be detected in the Wutong Secret Realm!The 

Academy Patriarch looked at Su Zimo and shook his head slightly. He seemed to be complaining, "You 

were too careless. 

 

"It's not his fault.The Flaming Sun Immortal King said, "At that time, his performance on the Earth 

Ranking was too eye-catching. Since ancient times, no one has been able to reach his 

achievements.""Even Feng Cantian from hundreds of thousands of years ago, although he was also at 

the top of the Heavenly Origin Realm, he was far from being compared to him."That's why after the 

Heavenly Origin Realm, I set."The Flaming Sun Immortal Immortal Immortal King's was sensed by 

Flaming Sun Immortal's...The Flaming Sun Immortal King continued, "Actually, I only had a rough guess 

at that time, but I didn't dare to confirm it.""Therefore, I didn't really want to kill you. I just wanted to 

test the Sect Leader of the Academy. ......... ""If you have Qinglian's bloodline, the Academy Patriarch will 

definitely protect you. In the Divine Firmament Immortal Realm, the Academy Patriarch knows 

everything. He will definitely stop me if I try to kill you."The Academy Patriarch smiled and did not say 

anything. It could be considered a tacit agreement.Su Zimo laughed self-deprecatingly and said, "So, 

after that fight, the two of you had already discussed that you would wait for my Qinglian's true body to 

grow to the peak of the twelfth grade?""Of course."The Flaming Sun Immortal King smiled and said, 

"Since I've discovered this secret, I naturally have to come and get a share of it.""Hmph!"Another voice 

suddenly sounded from the main hall.Immediately after, another man in white walked in and said coldly, 

"I've already said that there's no need for you to waste your breath on this little brat. After he grows to 

the twelfth grade, we'll share and eat him!"Su Zimo was too familiar with this voice!King Yunyou!Su 

Zimo looked at him and narrowed his eyes.King Yunyou stepped into the main hall and also looked at Su 

Zimo. His face was full of sarcasm and mockery. "Little brat, you didn't expect this, did you?""You're just 

a servant. How can you escape from me!?"The Academy Patriarch was not surprised by King Yunyou's 

arrival.The Academy Patriarch said calmly, "I thought that he would be grateful and I didn't want to fall 

out with him. I didn't expect that, heh... he's still so inexperienced!"At that moment, a door opened 

behind the two Taoist children. A one-armed man wrapped in gauze walked out. He was faintly stained 

with blood and gave off a rotten smell. 

 



The Moonlight Sword Immortal!The Moonlight Sword Immortal's condition was worse than Su Zimo had 

imagined.Being consigned to eternal damnation still caused him great harm. The power of the 

Academy's Lord could only barely save his life.The Moonlight Sword Immortal stared viciously at Su Zimo 

and said through gritted teeth, "Su Zimo, to think that you would have such a day!""Haha."Su Zimo 

looked at the Moonlight Sword Immortal's pitiful appearance and sneered."You don't have to 

laugh!"The Moonlight Sword Immortal said hatefully, "You'll end up worse than me later!"The Academy 

Patriarch looked at Su Zimo and said calmly, "All these years, you must have been wondering why I 

didn't punish the Moonlight Sword Immortal severely even though he repeatedly targeted you."Su Zimo 

only smiled coldly and said nothing.All these years, he had had several conflicts with the Moonlight 

Sword Immortal.During the Divine Firmament Immortal Conference, the Moonlight Sword Immortal 

even colluded with outsiders to slander him and wanted to kill him.Even though he had committed such 

a serious crime, the Academy Patriarch only brushed it off with a few words.The Academy Patriarch said 

to himself, "It's very simple. Because he's obedient."After saying this, the Moonlight Sword Immortal 

hurriedly ran over and obediently knelt at the Academy Patriarch's feet. He prostrated himself on the 

ground respectfully."Mm."The Academy Patriarch was very satisfied. He gently stroked the Moonlight 

Sword Immortal's head as if he was stroking a dog covered in cuts and bruises.The Academy Patriarch 

said, "You are very talented and have great potential. Everything surpasses the Moonlight Sword 

Immortal, but you are not obedient enough.""No matter how talented or how great his potential is, if he 

can't be used by me and doesn't listen to me, what's the use of having him?"Su Zimo smiled and asked, 

"So, the Academy's criteria for recruiting disciples is not based on talent or character, but on whether he 

is obedient?""Of course."The Academy Patriarch smiled faintly.Su Zimo looked around and said, "There 

are more people here today, right? Who else is there? Why don't you all show yourself and let me take a 

look.""Little b * stard, it's time for you to pay with your life!"At that moment, another voice sounded. It 

was filled with murderous intent, like metal and stone clashing, sonorous and powerful. 

 

Su Zimo turned around.A tall man in black slowly walked into the hall. His face was resolute and his eyes 

were long and narrow. He exuded a cold murderous aura and a terrifying aura!Another Immortal King 

powerhouse!"Who are you?"Su Zimo raised his brows and asked.The Academy Patriarch said, "You 

killed his son in Juelei City."Commandery Prince Yuanzuo?Prince Jin had arrived! 

Chapter 2688 

Monarch Jin's appearance surprised Su Zimo."When did you find out?"Su Zimo raised his eyebrows 

slightly.He thought that he had been careful enough. He didn't expect that the secret of Qinglian's true 

body had been exposed long ago!The sense of danger that he had felt previously was not an illusion. It 

should have come from the surveillance of these Immortal Kings!"The last time I came to the Qiankun 

Academy," Monarch Jin said coldly."You burned down Juelei City and killed my son. If I didn't know 

about Qinglian's bloodline, I wouldn't have let you live until today."Su Zimo frowned slightly. He felt that 

something was wrong.The Patriarch of the Academy had mentioned this to him before.According to 

Monarch Jin's intention, when he came to denounce him, the Patriarch of the Academy had to reveal 

the secret of Qinglian's bloodline to pacify Monarch Jin temporarily.However, the fewer people who 

knew about the secret of Qinglian's true body, the better.Su Zimo was under great pressure as he was 

surrounded by the Immortal Kings. He didn't have time to think.In the backyard of the Qiankun Palace, 

another old man walked over. He was wearing the Daoist robe of the Academy and had a strong aura. 

He was also a Immortal King!"The Eighth Elder of the Academy?"Su Zimo narrowed his eyes and asked 



softly."That's me."The old man nodded slightly. His eyes were deep and a meaningful smile flashed 

across his face.Hearing this voice, Su Zimo's heart skipped a beat.When he ascended, although he hid in 

the Prison-Suppressing Cauldron and didn't see who was with King Yunyou, he heard that person's 

voice.That voice belonged to the Eighth Elder of the Academy!The Eighth Elder of the Academy was in 

charge of all the divine weapons of the Academy. The horsetail whisk that was fed to the Prison-

Suppressing Cauldron was thrown out by the Eighth Elder of the Academy!Moreover, the person who 

asked Mo Qing to go to the Coiling Dragon Mountain Range during the Immortal Sect selection was the 

Eighth Elder of the Academy!Everything seemed to have an explanation, and everything seemed to 

make sense.However, the whole thing seemed to be shrouded in a layer of fog."How lively."A burst of 

laughter rang out. An immortal king arrived and entered the Qiankun Palace!That Celestial King had 

shown up at the Godly Clouds Meeting and the Continent of the Nine Clouds Meeting. He was Great 

Imperial Emperor Godly Clouds' first disciple, Celestial King Azure Sun! 

 

"So many people?"Secluded Cloud King frowned.There was only one piece of Qinglian's flesh. The more 

people there were, the less benefits they would get.The Patriarch of the Academy looked calm, as if he 

was not surprised by the arrival of these people.The Flaming Sun Immortal King cupped his hands 

slightly and looked at the Qinglian Immortal King with a smile. "Fellow Daoist Qingyang, how did you 

know that this child has Qinglian's bloodline?""Haha!"At the mention of this, Immortal King Green Sun 

was quite proud, and he said proudly, "In the Divine Firmament Celestial Realm, as long as I want to, no 

secret can escape my eyes!""At the Divine Firmament Immortal Meeting, Yuehua teamed up with the 

Zither Immortal and the others to kill this kid. The fact that the Academy Patriarch personally sent a 

message proves that this kid is special.""At that time, I saw the problem, but I didn't point it 

out.""Amazing!"The Flaming Sun Immortal King praised.The Immortal Kings exchanged a few 

pleasantries and chatted casually with relaxed expressions.In the eyes of the Immortal Kings, the current 

Su Zimo was already a fish on the chopping block, ready to be slaughtered at any time. It was just a 

matter of when they would share the food!Su Zimo looked around.The Patriarch of the Academy, 

Secluded Cloud King, the Flaming Sun Immortal King, King Jin, the Azure Sun Immortal King, and the 

Eighth Elder of the Academy. There were a total of six Immortal Kings present!Moreover, these 

Immortal Kings were all giants who dominated a region. Almost all of them had cultivated to the peak of 

the Grotto-Heaven Realm.In front of these experts, he did not have any chance of survival.He did not 

even have the chance to escape!However, Su Zimo was still calm, terrifyingly calm!"Su Zimo, you can't 

beat me in the end. Today is the day you die!"The Moonlight Sword Immortal looked at Su Zimo, 

clenched her fists, and laughed.However, due to the constant pain coming from his body, his smile 

seemed a little sinister.Su Zimo smiled coldly, his eyes full of pity. "Even if you are alive, you are just a 

dog raised by someone else.""Zimo."The Patriarch of the Academy sighed softly and said, "I originally 

prepared a great opportunity for you, a bright path, but you chose the path of death. I am really 

disappointed." 

 

"Since you chose the path of death, you won't even have the chance to reincarnate.""Oh?"Su Zimo's 

expression was mocking, not afraid at all.The Patriarch of the Academy said, "Do you think that it will be 

over after you die? You betrayed your master and ancestors, which is a disgraceful act. I will also ruin 

your reputation and make you bear the crime of being a traitor forever. You will be cursed by future 

generations for generations to come! "Not only did he want you to die, but he also wanted you to bear 

endless infamy forever!What top of the Earth Roll? What top of the Heaven Roll? Once you bear the 



crime of betraying your master and ancestors, all these glory will be dim and you will only be cursed by 

countless people.This was what it meant to be ruthless, leaving no room for negotiation!King Jin's 

methods back then were already cruel and vicious, but he only nailed the Thunder Emperor Feng 

Cantian to the stone pillar for hundreds of thousands of years.Compared to the Patriarch of the 

Academy, King Jin's methods were a little weaker.The Patriarch of the Academy not only wanted Su 

Zimo to die, he also wanted to nail his name on the pillar of shame forever, never to be able to rise 

again!How many people in the world would know the ins and outs of this matter?Once the Patriarch of 

the Academy, King Yunyou, Immortal King Qingyang, and King Jin, these powerful experts of a region 

declared that Su Zimo betrayed his master and ancestors and was a disgraceful act, countless cultivators 

would crazily curse him.At that time, Su Zimo would die and there would be no proof.Just like the 

Patriarch of the Academy said, I will kill whoever doesn't listen to me, and I will also ruin your 

reputation!"Good method."Su Zimo clapped his hands and exclaimed in admiration.King Yunyou 

frowned slightly and looked at the Patriarch of the Academy. He urged, "It's about time, I think we can 

start the pill refining.""Throw the fresh flesh of Qinglian directly into the pill refining furnace. It can 

perfectly seal the bloodline of Qinglian, and the immortal pill will definitely be produced!""I want a piece 

of Qinglian Leaf." King Yanyang said in a low voice.Immortal King Qingyang said, "I want half of the 

Qinglian Seed."The few Immortal King experts had already started to discuss how to divide Su Zimo. 

 

"You all have a good plan."Su Zimo smiled and suddenly said, "It's a pity that you all are still one step 

behind in this game of chess."The Patriarch of the Academy seemed to have sensed something. His 

expression changed, and he suddenly attacked, slamming down on Su Zimo's head!Su Zimo just stood 

there, motionless and did not dodge.With his strength, facing the attack of a Immortal King expert, he 

could not dodge at all.Su Zimo looked at the Patriarch of the Academy with a mocking 

expression.Smack!The Patriarch of the Academy's palm directly landed on Su Zimo's head.A huge and 

terrifying force descended, and Su Zimo's figure suddenly collapsed, turning into streams of green air 

and gradually dissipating! 

Chapter 2689 

Su Zimo's physical body disappeared before everyone's eyes just like that.There was no trace of 

blood."This …"Everyone was stunned.Even King Yunyou, Flaming Sun Immortal King, King Jin, and the 

others were stunned. Disbelief flashed across their eyes.Everyone clearly saw that Su Zimo was "killed" 

by the Academy Patriarch's palm, but he disappeared before everyone's eyes just like that!"A 

clone?"Flaming Sun Immortal King frowned."How is this possible!"Seeing Su Zimo escape right under the 

noses of the Immortal Kings, the King of Underworld Clouds could not accept it and yelled out."It is 

indeed a clone."The Academy Patriarch said in a deep voice and opened his palm.There was a green jade 

scroll lying in the Academy Patriarch's palm."Jade Purity Jade Scroll, Primeval Body?"King Qingyang 

blurted out.The Academy Patriarch's face was ugly. He said in a deep voice, "That's right. This is not his 

real body. It is the Primeval Body that he condensed using the Jade Purity Jade Scroll.""Impossible!"King 

Jin still could not accept this. He said coldly, "This kid's cultivation is only at the Perfected Immortal 

Realm. Even if he condensed the Primeval Body with the help of the Jade Purity Jade Scroll, it is 

impossible for him to hide from my senses!"Flaming Sun Immortal King and Green Sun Immortal King 

both nodded.As Immortal Kings, they had sharp eyes. If Su Zimo was just a clone, they would definitely 

be able to see through it.Under the watchful eyes of six Immortal Kings, how could he deceive them 

with just a clone?The Academy Patriarch's face was gloomy and he did not say a word.The Moonlight 



Sword Immortal was stunned on the spot. He could not accept this for a moment.Initially, he was still 

looking forward to witnessing the scene of Su Zimo's death. To think that Su Zimo would disappear right 

in front of the six Immortal Kings just like that.He had fooled the six Immortal Kings with just a 

clone!"Where is he?"King Yunyou looked at the Academy Patriarch anxiously and said coldly, "He is only 

at the Perfected Immortal Realm. He can't have run far.""Everyone, please calm down. I'm in the middle 

of calculating."The Patriarch of the Academy said in a low voice, "Even if he can hide for a while, he can't 

escape from my calculation." 

 

The Patriarch of the Academy waved his hands and conjured a series of mysterious spells. Many strange 

runes fell in front of him as he continued to deduce.It was as if a vast river of stars, a deep ocean, and a 

surging world of mortals flashed past his eyes. They were mysterious, distant, and unfathomable.After a 

while, the eyes of the Patriarch of the Academy returned to normal, and he let out a long sigh."How is 

it?"Secluded Cloud King, Blazing Sun Immortal King, and the others quickly asked.The Patriarch of the 

Academy looked pale and said nothing."You can't calculate it?"King Yunyou stared at the Patriarch of 

the Academy and asked suspiciously.The Patriarch of the Academy shook his head slowly and said, "I 

don't know why, but he seems to be shrouded in a layer of fog. I can't deduce anything.""I 

understand."At this moment, the Eighth Elder of the Academy suddenly spoke and said in a low voice, 

"I've seen records about the Creation Qinglian in an ancient book.""It's said that when the Creation 

Qinglian grows to a high level, it will give birth to some treasures. One of them is a mysterious 

scripture.""It's said that this scripture might have come from the Upper World. It contains all the 

mysteries of Heaven and Earth and contains the truths of the Great Dao. Even the three major sword 

techniques were derived from this scripture."The Patriarch of the Academy said, "Then it makes 

sense.""After this kid entered the True Self Realm and obtained this scripture, he gained some 

enlightenment. It's also because of the secret technique of this scripture that he can hide from our 

senses with a clone! ""It's also because of this scripture that I can't deduce his location.""Damn it!"King 

Yunyou couldn't hold it in and cursed.He had waited for so many years, but he didn't expect that Su 

Zimo would escape in the end and his whereabouts were still unknown.King Jin, Celestial King Qing Yang 

and the others were also furious. Their faces were filled with killing intent.All the Celestial Kings had 

gathered there. They hadn't thought that they would be fooled by a clone of a Genuine Celestial Being. 

In the end, they hadn't obtained anything!The Patriarch of the Academy closed his eyes and remained 

silent for a while. Then he suddenly said, "There are some clues.""Oh?" 

 

"Hurry up and tell us!"King Yunyou and the others urged him.The Patriarch of the Academy said, "As far 

as I know, after the Continent of the Nine Clouds ended, he didn't return to the Academy immediately. 

Instead, he went to the Warring States Kingdom with Celestial King Ling Long.""When he returned to the 

Academy, he had already broken through to the True Self Realm.""If I'm not mistaken, he must have 

broken through in the Warring States Kingdom and made Qinglian's real body reach the twelfth 

level."King Yunyou looked glum as he asked, "So his real body might still be in the Warring States 

Kingdom?""It's possible."The Patriarch of the Academy nodded and said, "Even if he's not in the Warring 

States Kingdom, the Warring States King and Celestial King Ling Long must know where he is."The 

Flaming Sun Celestial King, Celestial King Qing Yang and the others frowned.The Flaming Sun Celestial 

King frowned and said, "The Warring States Kingdom is far away in the Azure Cloud Celestial Realm. 

Besides, I heard that the Warring States King has recovered from his injuries and his cultivation has 

returned to its peak. With Celestial King Ling Long's help, I'm afraid that we won't be able to take 



advantage of them.""Heh …"The Patriarch of the Academy smiled coldly and said, "The Warring States 

King might be able to fool the others, but he can't fool me. His injuries haven't healed at all. The act he 

put on before was just a bluff! "The eyes of King Yunyou, Celestial King Qing Yang and the others lit up 

when they heard that.In the Warring States Kingdom, only the Warring States King was feared.If the 

Warring States King was injured, Celestial King Ling Long alone wouldn't be able to stop them!Celestial 

King Qing Yang pondered for a while and said, "After all, we're from the Divine Firmament Celestial 

Realm. If we attack the Azure Firmament Celestial Realm, I'm afraid the Azure Firmament Palace will 

intervene."In the Azure Firmament Celestial Realm, the Azure Firmament Palace would usually just 

watch from the sidelines and ignore the fights between the major forces.However, if an external force 

intervened in the Azure Firmament Celestial Realm's fight and wanted to eliminate the Azure Firmament 

Celestial Realm's strength, the Azure Firmament Palace would not sit by and do nothing."Hmph!"King Jin 

said in a deep voice, "We're here with a good reason. We're here to punish a traitor. So what if the 

Azure Firmament Palace intervenes?""Would the Azure Firmament Palace openly protect a traitor who 

betrayed his master and ancestors?" 

 

"Exactly."The Eighth Elder of the Academy said, "That's the best reason. This is a rare opportunity. We 

can't afford to miss it!"King Yunyou said coldly, "I heard that the Warring States Kingdom is already 

facing internal and external troubles and is on the verge of collapse. I'd like to see who dares to stop us 

when we're here to punish them!""There's no time to lose. We'll leave now!"King Jin said in a deep 

voice.The Patriarch of the Academy said, "Everyone, please leave first. I'll cast a spell in the Palace of 

Heaven and Earth and try to deduce the location of this person. If I find anything, I'll inform you 

immediately. "King Yunyou and the others looked at each other, nodded, and turned to leave.The 

Patriarch of the Academy looked at their backs as they left. A strange smile flashed across his eyes. 

Chapter 2690 

As soon as King Yunyou, King Jin, King Qingyang, and King Yanyang left the Palace of Qiankun, King 

Yunyou paused."I think we should ask the Patriarch of the Academy to come with us."King Yunyou 

suddenly said.King Jin nodded and said, "That's right. After all, the Patriarch of the Academy should take 

the lead to kill the traitorous disciple of the Academy."The two Celestial Kings looked at each other with 

a tacit understanding.Seeing the two Celestial Kings' expressions, King Qingyang and King Yanyang also 

reacted immediately.The four Celestial Kings had lived for hundreds of thousands of years and wished 

they had nine orifices in their hearts.What King Jin and King Yunyou said was not the main reason.No 

one knew if the Patriarch of the Academy had divined Su Zimo's location.If the four of them went to the 

Warring States Kingdom and the Patriarch of the Academy had divined Su Zimo's location and went to 

kill Su Zimo, wouldn't he be able to take Qinglian's flesh and blood for himself?Thinking of this, the four 

Celestial Kings turned around and entered the Palace of Qiankun.Seeing the four Celestial Kings return, 

the Patriarch of the Academy seemed a little surprised and asked, "My friends, what is the meaning of 

this?"King Yunyou was expressionless as he repeated what he had just said and said, "After all, she is the 

traitorous disciple of the Academy. It is better for the Patriarch to step in."The Patriarch of the Academy 

did not seem to suspect him and nodded, "You are right. I should go with you."When King Youyun and 

the other three saw how magnanimous the Sect Master of the Academy was, without any hesitation, 

the suspicions in their hearts lessened."You can go now."Before leaving, the Patriarch of the Academy 

drove Guyue, Mu Shan, and the Moonlight Sword Immortal away and then sealed the Palace of 

Qiankun.The Palace of Qiankun disappeared in the clouds again.After the six Celestial Kings, the 



Patriarch of the Academy, the Eighth Elder of the Academy and King Yunyou left the Palace of Qiankun, 

they tore the void and went to the Warring States Kingdom.After all, the Warring States Kingdom was in 

the Qingxiao Immortal Realm. The six Celestial Kings could not directly lead the army of cultivators there 

and start a war.This move could easily cause the Azure Firmament Palace to interfere.The six of them 

went to the Warring States under the banner of killing the rebels. They could use peaceful means first 

and then use force to control the initiative.After the six great immortal kings left, Heaven and Earth 

Academy regained its peace. 

The Academy was as usual, and no one knew what had just happened in the depths of the Academy.No 

one knew that a moment ago, the disciple of the Patriarch of the academy had become a traitor of the 

academy!The Universe Palace, which was hidden in the clouds and sealed, should have been 

empty.However, not long after the six Celestial Kings left, in the depths of the Palace of Cosmos, two 

divine lights flashed in a cloud of rising immortal mist!A figure slowly stood up. His gaze was deep, 

flickering with boundless wisdom as he walked out of the immortal mist.…Qing Xiao Immortal Domain, 

Warring States Royal Palace.Lin Zhan's eyes were tightly shut. His aura was extremely chaotic. He 

frowned as if he was in some kind of predicament.Immortal King Ling Long stood quietly by the side, 

watching the man not far away with a worried look on her face.Suddenly!Lin Zhan's body shook. His 

originally chaotic aura gradually calmed down and surrounded him.His originally pale face gradually 

became rosy again. His breathing was long, and his condition was getting better and better!Immortal 

King Ling Long was overjoyed upon seeing this.Lin Zhan had forcefully descended to the Lower World 

and was severely injured by the laws of heaven and earth. He had yet to recover.Even if he obtained the 

Nine Revolutions Yang Restoration Pill and the Worriless Fruit, they could only help Lin Zhan heal a small 

part of his injuries. They couldn't cure him completely.Now, Lin Zhan's condition was getting better and 

better. If he continued to cultivate, his injuries would be healed and he would return to his peak!After a 

while, Lin Zhan let out a sigh of relief and opened his eyes."How is it?"Immortal King Ling Long hurriedly 

asked.Lin Zhan smiled and said, "The Yin Yang Talisman Scripture is indeed the number one book in the 

Upper World. I comprehended some insights from it. Even the injuries caused by the laws of heaven and 

earth have been mostly healed."It was very difficult to heal injuries caused by the laws of heaven and 

earth with external items.Only by comprehending the mysteries of the laws of heaven and earth could 

one heal injuries.And these mysteries were in the Yin Yang Talisman Scripture!Lin Zhan sighed and said, 

"Originally, I couldn't comprehend it so quickly. However, I just saw Zimo's 99 Heavenly Tribulations and 

compared it with the Yin Yang Talisman Scripture. 

The birth of the Heavenly Tribulation was a part of the laws of heaven and earth.Moreover, it was the 

peak of the Heavenly Tribulation, the 99 Heavenly Tribulation!Back then, Thunder Emperor Feng Cantian 

had comprehended the Heavenly Tribulation of Wu Dao's true body and stepped into the Grotto-

Heaven realm.This time, Human Emperor Lin Zhan had also comprehended the 99 Heavenly Tribulation 

of Qinglian's true body and compared it with the Yin Yang Talisman Scripture.Lin Zhan carefully sensed it 

and said, "Although I haven't recovered to my peak, it shouldn't be a problem for me to face a peerless 

Immortal King.""Even if I face a peak-stage Immortal King, I can still fight against them!"Immortal King 

Ling Long was also happy to see that Lin Zhan's strength had mostly recovered.This way, the crisis of the 

Warring States Kingdom could be alleviated by a lot.Immortal King Ling Long said, "Speaking of which, 

we still have to thank Zimo. If it weren't for him, we wouldn't have the chance to read the Yin Yang 

Talisman Scripture and watch the 99 Heavenly Tribulations.""Yes."Lin Zhan said, "If I had known this 

would happen, I would have let him stay in the Warring States Kingdom. If he really wants to return to 

the Heaven and Earth Academy, I can accompany him to meet the legendary Patriarch of the academy! 



""You."Immortal King Ling Long rolled her eyes at Lin Zhan and said, "The Patriarch of the academy is 

the most mysterious person in the Heaven Realm. How can he be so easy to deal with?""Moreover, your 

injuries haven't healed yet."Lin Zhan seemed to have thought of something and suddenly asked, "By the 

way, you said that Zimo only returned to the Heaven and Earth Academy with his clone. If his clone is 

exposed, with the ability of the Patriarch of the academy, will he be able to deduce the location of 

Zimo's true body?""Don't worry."Immortal King Ling Long smiled and said, "Don't forget that Zimo also 

cultivates the Yin Yang Talisman Scripture. He can shield himself from the heavenly secrets and escape 

the deductions of the Patriarch of the academy.""The reason why his clone can deceive the heavens and 

pass off as the real one is because he cultivates the Yin Yang Talisman Scripture.""Moreover, after Zimo 

left, I even specially cast a spell to erase all traces of him. Even if the Patriarch of the academy controls 

the complete Technique Repository, he won't be able to deduce the location of Zimo's true body. " 

Hearing Immortal King Ling Long's certainty, Lin Zhan was relieved. He said, "The Upper World is vast 

and the sea of stars is boundless. I wonder where Zimo plans to go in the future."Immortal King Ling 

Long's expression changed. "I guess he might go to the Great Desolate Domain.""Yes!"Lin Zhan's eyes lit 

up. He nodded and said, "Zimo has a benefactor in the Great Desolate Domain. Previously, he even 

asked about the Blood Butterfly Demon Emperor."Immortal King Ling Long pursed her lips and smiled. 

"You still want to protect Zimo. If he goes to the Great Desolate Domain, with that person around, who 

would dare to bully him? ""Not to mention the Patriarch of the academy, even the Imperial Lords of the 

Nine Clouds Immortal Realm have to take a detour when they see that person!" 

 


